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Lieberman RED Identity Management now provides support for automated password 
changes for privileged accounts on both connected and disconnected systems. The 
Lieberman Software solution is a secure, cross-platform alternative to free unsupported 
products such as Microsoft LAPS.
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The permanent nature of connected systems makes system discovery and management straightforward: 
inventory and password changes are pushed at-will to systems.  Directories like Microsoft Active Directory, 
LDAP, System Center or Big Fix can provide the push software with an up-to-date list of systems and their 
operating systems.  Because everything is generally online, password changes can be pushed from a 
central location whenever it is desired.

If the corporate policy dictates that passwords change every 24 hours, the central console configures a 
scheduled job that will be triggered to make the password changes at the desired frequency. The 
results of success or failure are made immediately available via email, SIEM (logger) or trouble ticket 
system updates.

When managing permanently connected systems, there is generally no need to install a remote software 
application on each machine because the core operating system is generally visible and manageable 
centrally with no need for add-ons.  For example, Linux boxes have SSH connectivity and Microsoft 
Windows boxes have the Server service that provides always-on CIFS/SMB file sharing and 
remote management.

• Connected systems – these are machines that are permanently connected to the corporate network
and can be managed directly at any time.  To deal with temporary disconnection, auto-retry technology
waits for systems to return to the network so that credentials are eventually updated.  Reconciliation
alerting provides notification when auto-retry fails due to system lists being out of date (machines are
de-provisioned permanently).

Regularly changing the password on sensitive accounts like Administrator (Windows) and root 
(UNIX/Linux/Apple Mac) can be done manually or with automation.  If your IT department needs to 
manage more than a few machines, or needs to change passwords frequently, automation is the 
only practical solution.

There are two scenarios IT must take care of:

• Disconnected systems – these are machines such as DMZs, remote offices, laptops and remote worker
systems that rarely, if ever, appear on the corporate network. However, they still have sensitive accounts
that must be managed regularly.

Challenges in Management
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Lieberman Software’s Central Management of Passwords

Disconnected Systems use Password Pull

 

The need to change passwords on a regular schedule does not go away on remote systems just because 
systems are not connected to the central corporate network.  Field offices, laptops, and disconnected 
high security networks are not connected to the corporate network, but all must be kept in compliance.

To accomplish persistent implementation of a password change policy, it is necessary to install a local 
application on each disconnected machine to execute regularly scheduled security operations at 
periodic intervals — no matter if the system is connected to the corporate network.

Disconnected Account Management is a technology provided by Lieberman Software to handle the task 
of offline account management (patent pending) irrespective of the connectivity of a remote system.

White Paper | Online vs. Offline Account Management: Connected vs. Disconnected Privileged Identity Management

https://liebsoft.com/red-identity-management/capabilities/disconnected-account-management/
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Push or Pull: The Chicken or the Egg?

For disconnected systems, there is a lifecycle of management that begins with the IT administrator 
downloading a specially crafted application for a group of systems.  The pre-configured application 
is installed in each machine and automatically registers itself with either a public or private server.  
As part of the registration process, each application will receive a policy that defines how often to 
change the password, as well as the details on how to generate new and unique passwords regularly 
locally.  Once configured, the application will change the root or administrator password on a regular 
schedule indefinitely.

So, to recap, the installation of a password application will pull its settings from a central location once 
and begin changing passwords on its own.

The IT administrator running the Disconnected Account Management system can retrieve the current 
password generated on a remote machine at any time, because both the central service and the remote 
application refer to the same time clock, know the policy of when passwords get changed, and have a 
common secret that defines the sequence of passwords that will be generated.  

Via a secure web interface, the IT administrator, or designated staff can see the password being used by 
each application on each system.  The interface also shows how long the current password will be valid as 
well as the next password to be generated.
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Disconnected Account Management supplies the local application and configuration file. 
Disconnected Account Management keeps in sync with passwords on local machines.

Lieberman RED Identity Management — Lieberman Software’s Privileged Identity Management 
solution — does not normally need applications installed on remote machines to manage them.  
The operating systems we manage already have remote management functionality on them, so local 
applications are not needed.  For permanently disconnected (or mostly so) systems, we now provide 
an application that changes its local administrative password by itself with no connection to the 
central server.

In a centrally managed, permanently connected, push model, where network links are slow or the full 
network stack is not supported over a network connection (ports are closed and limited traffic is flowing), 
we provide a technology known as a “Zone Processor”.  

A Zone Processor is the full, headless (no GUI interface), centrally managed technology of RED Identity 
Management installed as a Windows service that communicates with the same database as the central 
core of the product.  One or more remote Zone Processors coordinates their discovery and change 
process with the central core via a shared database.  Because the Zone Processor has a very fast 
connection to the machines in its network segment, they reduce or remove the need for the central 
core instances to do their operations over a slow or limited data link.

Special Case: Zone Processors for Distributed N-Tier Processing
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The Zone Processor technology of RED Identity Management  does not run on a local machine to 
manage the passwords of that machine.  The Zone Processor is a remote instance of the software that 
manages machines on a different network using their built-in management interfaces provided by the 
operating system.  Zone Processors are not installed on every machine; only the distributed networks 
need them for security isolation, load balancing, fail-over and for accelerating performance.

Disconnected Account Management is a per-machine application that is installed on machines that are 
not intended to be connected to the corporate network. 

Zone processors require constant connectivity to the back-end central database and are designed for 
permanent connectivity. Disconnected Account Management does not require always on connectivity. 

Zone Processors can only be hosted on a Windows system with significant resources provided. The 
Disconnected Account Management solution is hosted on most operating systems but provides 
simpler functionality. 

While Zone Processors can be used to manage the local account of a machine, the Disconnected 
Account Management solution is generally a lighter and better solution and is required if connectivity 
to a central database is unavailable or the host is not running Windows. 

Zone Processors and Disconnected Account Management are part of a spectrum of complementary s
olutions that solve different problems.

Zone Processors vs. Disconnected Account Management

The infrastructure to run both connected and disconnected systems is physically controlled by the client.  
The location and access to secrets like passwords and the delegation of access is completely managed 
by the customer.

In connected systems, the passwords and SSH keys are encrypted in the SQL Server database using 
AES-256 encryption with encryption occurring in either hardware or software, depending on the 
needs of the customer.  For disconnected systems, the secret used to generate passwords is also 
encrypted using the same technology as for connected systems.

The web interface and logon authentication/authorization is identical for both connected and 
disconnected account management.

For disconnected systems, the secret used to generate a sequence of passwords may be automatically 
regenerated and synchronized between the local applications and server at regular intervals. 
Connectivity between remote systems and the web service providing remote configuration and 
management will affect the frequency of the common secret’s update.  Failure to update the secret 
does not interfere with the password change process.

Is it All Secure?
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Most customers have a mix of both connected and disconnected systems.  Lieberman RED Identity 
Management supports the secure management of passwords for sensitive accounts (called privileged 
accounts) irrespective of the connectivity available.

Summary
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Q: How does Disconnected Account Management compare to Microsoft LAPS?

A: Microsoft LAPS is an agent-based solution for Windows-only systems that only works for permanently 
    connected Windows systems (domain joined) that are connected to a specially modified version of 
    Active Directory.  The LAPS agent uses a random number generator to create a local password and it 
    shares that password by storing it in clear text in a field within Active Directory.  Password updates 
    occur on remote machines only if they are connected to the domain.  There is no web interface or much 
    management with LAPS.

    LAPS is a “free”, unsupported local account randomizer that is generally considered better than nothing.  
    Because of its poor security model, those using it should consider commercial alternatives that are secure 
    and supported.

    Lieberman RED provides cross-platform centralized generation and pushing of new credentials, as well 
    as disconnected system account password changing that is encrypted and does not require Active  
    Directory. Lieberman RED provides a delegated secure web interface, web services and more.

FAQ
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Q: Does Lieberman RED support Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac, Linux, UNIX and other platforms?

A: Yes, Lieberman RED supports all common platforms in both connected and disconnected scenarios.

Q: How expensive is the solution?

A: The platform is licensed as a core engine with per managed node prices of less than $10 per node for a 
    perpetual license for disconnected end points or workstations. There are different editions with different 
    prices and capabilities.

Q: How much hardware do I need to set up Lieberman RED for a demo or POC?

A: A Windows 10 workstation with a copy of SQL Server Express is generally all that is needed to test out 
    the solution.  For a production environment, you will want to user a server operating system like Server 
    2012R2 and a highly available database like SQL Server configured for resilience.  Scalability can be 
    improved by adding more servers hosting our software.  The software itself can also be hosted in both 
    Microsoft Azure or Amazon AWS.

Q: Can I update my existing Lieberman RED Identity Management (formerly Enterprise Random 
     Password Manager or ERPM) to support both connected and disconnected systems?

A: Yes, you must first upgrade ERPM to RED Identity Management version 5.5.2.1 or later, and get an 
    updated license key that supports disconnected systems.  Your Lieberman Software account 
    representative can provide upgrade pricing or reallocate your existing licenses for workstations to 
    support disconnected systems with your already purchased licenses.

Q: Why did you develop the offline or Disconnected Account Management technology?

A: Customers have been asking us for years to develop a cross-platform technology to properly deal with 
    the updates of privileged accounts on disconnected systems.  They were frustrated with the limited 
    capabilities of Microsoft LAPS, but there was nothing better until now.  We realized that the solution 
    had to be cross-platform, secure and not require Active Directory or permanent connectivity.  After a 
    year of R&D, we came up with a solution that we think you will enjoy deploying.  The engineering 
    process also resulted in patent activity based on our R&D.
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Next Steps
Organizations that desire more insight into potential risks of the unsecured privileged accounts in their IT 
environments can contact Lieberman Software for a personalized demonstration of RED Identity 
Management with Disconnected Account Management: liebsoft.com/demo. 

About Lieberman Software Corporation
Lieberman Software provides a mature suite of cyber defense products which remediate intrusions that 
penetrate the network perimeter. The Lieberman RED - Rapid Enterprise Defense   Suite focuses on different 
areas of cyber security, systems configuration and identity management to successfully analyze and 
remediate compromised environments. The suite provides permanent automated countermeasures against 
sophisticated cyber attacks to reduce losses to acceptable levels, even during constant attack. For more 
information visit https://liebsoft.com.
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